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SUMMARY

axially s~etric spike-type nose inlets
Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel

at flight Mach nuders from 1.59 to 1.99 and at angles of attack from
00 to 100. The inlets, designed to operate at a flight Mach nuniberof
1.80, were: an external compression inlet having a relatively blunt
or subsonic leading

k“
%

e (subsonic lip inlet), an isentrop~c spike
inlet hating aJ3.-ext ‘ compression (isentropic inle~)~’~ ex+&@il
compression inlet with a relatively sharp lip and low cowl slope

: (supersonic lip inle~, and an exbernel-internsl compression inlet
utilizing a perforated cowl (perforated inlet). In this report, the
inlets were co@mred on the basis of the effect of inlet characteristics
on ram-jet-engine aircraft range and operational problems. The effects
of a burner and exhaqt nozzle were analytically added to the..experi-,.
mental cold flow inlet data.

.... ‘r-.. -A .-.,..,,+,
.

At the design flight Mach number, the ~’ air&’&t range based
on calculated peak engine efficiencies vsried-25 percent from the
highest vslue, which indicates the importance of inlet design. The
supersonic lip inlet had the highest calculated engine efficiency, the.
second highest pressure recovery, and the lowest drag of the four inlets
investigated. The low drag was associated with amiqimum of additive
drag (minimum mass spillsge) and a low cowl lip angle.

Calculations for a typical supersonic aircraft indicated some
increase in range might be obtained from engines utilizing any of the
inlets except the perforated inlet if the engine were flown at a mod-
erate apgle of attack and the resulting engine lift were utilized.

Ev6Wation at off-design conditions for an engine optimized for
.-

. a aircraft rsmge (peek engine efficiency} at the design point
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indicated that propulsive thrust increased with increasing heat addition .

in the subcritical flow region in spite of the increasing additive drag.
For angles of attack of 3* and 6°) the trends of excess thrust with
increasing heat addition were similar to those at OO. For the perfo-
rated inlet, there was a range of total-temperature ratios in the sub-
critical flow region where, owing to mass s~ill&ge through the perfo-
rations, increasing the temperature ratio did not yield an increase in

.-

propulsive thrust.

Speed stability of arsm-set-propelled.aircrsft could be attained 3
with peak engine efficiency at design cruise conditions by means of a R
fuel flow programmed with flight Mach number for all the inlets except ‘
the perforated inlet.

INTRODUCTION

A mmiber of inlet types
propulsion systems operating

have been proposed for
at supersonic speeds.

the merits of these inlets is to consider the inlet

—

air-breathing
One way to eveluate
characteristics in

terms of several typical &craft performance and operational problems.
Experimentally determined force and pressuye characteristics of a series
of typicsl supersonic inlets designed for a flight Mach number of 1.80

..
w

are presented in references 1 to 4. In this repor% the inlet character-
istics presented in the cited references are evaluated at design condi-
tions in terms of the range of a rem-jet-propelle~ supersonic aircraft. &

At other than cruise conditions, the inlets are evaluated on the basis
of the thrust available for acceleration end tieuvering and with
respect to attaining aircraft speed stability. .—

Four t~es of axially symmetric spike-type nose inlets were consid-
ered: (1) sub~~~~ lip inJ@ (a conical-spike ell-etiernal compression
inlet having s,relatively blunt or subsonic cowl lip, reference 1);
(2) isentropic inlet (an isentropic-spike inlet with all-external
compression, reference 2); (3) supersonic lip inlet (a conicsl-spike
sll-externsl compression inlet with a relatively sharp lip and low
cowl slope,”reference 3); and (4) perforated inlet (a conicel-spike

..

external-internal compression inlet with a perforated cowl, reference 4).
Force and pressure data were obtained in the IW(7ALewis 8- by 6-foot
supersonic wind tunnel for flight Mach numbers of 1.59, 1.79, and 1.99,
for

9
es of attack from 0° to 10°, at a Reynolds nuder of about

3.4x1o based on maximum model diameter, and over a range of itiet-fh3W
conditions.

The models were designed for a flight Mach number of 1.80 to yield
maximum engine efficiency. The design combustion-chamberMach number,
0.2, was analytically determined to be optimum for en assumed totsl-

.

pressure recovery of 0.90 at the design fliglytMach number and for an
exhaust nozzle with contraction end reexpension to msximum dismeter.

----
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SYMBOLS“

The following symbols sre used in this report:

a speed of sound, (ft/see); or’accebration, (ft/sec2)

CD drag coefficient, D/q&

N“ Be external.drag coefficient of engine, D~~~

E
@n net thrust coefficient of engine, F#~~

@#De propulsive thrust coefficient of engine

CL

Cp

D

De

d

Fn%

f/a

g

H

J

K,k

L

L/D

M

P

lift coefficient, L/qo~

specific heat for air at constant ~ressure

drag

force on engine in stresm direction determinedly applying
momentum theorem to air passing outside the engine. (For
the perforated inlet, atr passing out of perforations is
considered psssing outside the engine.)

net force on engine in stream direction determined by applying
momentum theorem to air passing through the engine:

~,P7M72%l + (P7-PO) %] Cos ~ - ,0POM02S0

fuel-sir ratio

gravitational constant, (32.2 ft/sec2)

heating value of fuel, (Btu/lb)

mechanical equivsllentof heat, (778 ft-lb/Btu)

constants

lift, force normal to stresm direction

lift-drag ratio

Mach number

total pressure

x?m- “ #;-&
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T

u

Wf.

Wf

‘/3
a

r

l?~

T’=

~e

P

“c

static preatmre

dynamic pressure, ypM2/2

range, (ft)

area

Inlet capture mea, srea bounded
to cowl lip diameter

I?ACARM E51G23

f

L-

by circle of diszueterequel

maximum cross-sectional mea of engine

srea of free-stream tube that contains mass flow through the
engine

geometrical characteristic of inlet

absolute mass-flow ratio,
mass flow through engine

Pouo%l

total temperature, (%)

velocity, (ft/see)

initial fuel load

actual fuel rate, (lb/see)

initial gross weight

angle of attack, (deg)

ratio of specific heats for air

engine combustion efficiency

( )energy output
over-all engine efficiency qeqc =

energy input

engine efficiency parameter, ~le/~c

mass density of air

total-temperature ratio, T7/TO

s

“*

--

.

.
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. Subscripts:

A

a

b

e

i

n

0

w

o

3

i 4

5
i

6

7

aircraft
,

axial

body

engine

induced

normal

steady horizontal flight, that is, cruise flight conditions

wing

free stream

combustion-chaiber entrsmce (see fig. 1)

immediately after flme holder (see fig. 1)

exhaust-nozzle

exhaust-nozzle

exhaust-nozzle

A simple form of
constant speed in the

entrance (see fig. 1)

throat (see fig. 1)

exit (see fig. 1)

METHOD OF AIUUXSIS

5

the range relation for supersonic flight at
isothermal.region of the atmosphere can be written

as

%r+’b+elog Wg
R=

‘J ~’e Dw+b Wg-wf
(1)

~ equation (1), rsmge is directly proportional to over-ti engine -
efficiency, which is defined as

.

(Fn-De)UO
T’e = HJ wf

(2)
.

●.t
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The experimental data presented in references 1 to 4 can be more
conveniently used if equation (2) is written in the following form,
which yields the engine efficiency psrsmeter

(3)

(Engine efficiency parameter Te is hereinafter called engine effi-
ciency.) The bracketed member of equation (3) is constant for a fixed
flight Mach number. The thrust is calculated as the exit total momentum
(including pressure as well as velocity ccmponent of”momentum) minus
the momentum in the free stresm tube entering the engine. For both the
thrust and efficiency calculations, the effeots of flsme-holder pressure
loss, heat addition, and nozzle force were snelyticelly determined. The

~3-4 was 2assumed flame-holder loss — One-dimensional flow relations
%“

were applied across the heat addition zone (reference 5); the ratio of
specific heats of air T was assumed equal to 1.40 before and 1.30
after heat addition; and the corresponding ~ was 0.264. The .
converging-diverging exhaust nozzle was assumed to have sonic velocity
at the throat, an efficiency of 100 percent, and reexpansi.onto maximum
engine diameter.

The equation used to evaluate the effects of engine lift when the
engine is flown at angle of attack can be obttined by rewriting the
lift-drag ratio term of equation (1) in the foldoting form where inter-
ference effects sre neglected.

%+b+e . Wg
%+b ~+

()
~ w(Wg-Le)

(4)

.

‘9

—

In order to compute the effect of engine lift it was necessary to assume
en aircraft configuration which is defined subsequently.

The axial and normel accelerations, presented as an aid in evalu-
ating the magnitude of the excess thrust, me instantaneous vslues
calculated at cruise flight conditions. The sxie.1acceleration yas
calculated as

.

Fn-De = %+b W@wg

%+b+e
(5) \

.

wii
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“ The normal acceleration without loss of flight speed was calculated
from the relations

r)AC% =+%2-cDi,s

%

% CL
—=— ,
g %8

7

(6)

(7)

(8)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Schematic disgrams of the four inlets investigated in references 1
to 4 smd the abbreviated ntienclature used for identification are shown
in figure 2. The supersonic-lip inlet used herein is designated as
inlet B in reference 3. A schematic diagram of a ram-jet engine employ-

E ing these inlets is shown in figure 1. The exterior of the engine is
the same as that of the experimental model.

6 Experimental force model data necessary for the anslysis of these
inlets were tsken from references 1 to 4 and sre presented in
figures 3 and 4. The term, critical inlet flow, used herein is the
condition of highest pressure recovery”in the constant mass-flow
(lowest drag) region.

On-Design Evaluation

With engine at zero angle of attack. - At the design Mach number
of 1.79, engine efficiency, which is directly proportional to range,
is considered as the first criterion for comparing the inlets. The
variati~ of -ust-nozzle-srea ratio (56/~)) propulsive thrust
coefficient, and engine efficiency psrsmeter with engine total-
temperature ratio is presented in figure 5 for engines utilizing each
of the four inlets (references 1 to 4) operating at critical-inlet-flow
conditions. (Symbols on curves inbfig. 5 indicate the conditions for

. peak engine efficiency parameter corresponding to optimum exhaust-
nozzle-area ratios that were used in subsequent calculations.) Highest
efficiency was attained with the supersonic-lip-inlet engine. For the
four inlets designed for the ssme conditions, the calculated peak engine
efficiencies varied ss much as 25 percent from the highest vslue which

:.-
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indicates the importance of inlet design. (When the Inlets are compared .
at total-temperature ratios corresponding to peak engine efficiencies>
the propulsive thrust coefficients differ for.each inlet. However, o
aircraft range is proportional to the efficiency if the assmption is

.
;

accepted that engine size csm be adjusted to provide the thrust necessary
to propel the aircrei?twithout significantly affecting any of the terms
in equation (1), particularly the term involving weight. This assump-
tion is reasonable if the variation in engine weight for the different
inlets as ccunpsredwith aircraft gross weight minus fuel weight is small.
For most ram-jet-propelled aircrtit configurations, the engine weight
is expected to be only a small portion of the aircrei% structural
weight; thus changes in engine size will result in negligible changes
in aircraft weight.)

Comparing the basic data (fig. 3(b)) to the corresponding computed
engine performance data (fig. 5) indicates that the supersonic-lip
inlet, which had the highest engine efficiency, had the lowest drag of
any inlet and almost the highest pressure recovery. The low drag of
the inlet is associated with a minimum of additive drag (minimum mass
spillage) and low cowl lip slope. The perforated inlet with second
highest engine efficiency had the highest pressure recovery, but also
a very high dreg due to mass spillage through the perforations (even
though “normal” shock was downstream of the perforations). The
isentropic inlet, which had the lowest total-pressure recovery and
highest &rag, had the lowest engine efficiency.

With the flame-holder-loss coefficient decreased from 2 to O,
additional computations indicated an increase in absolute efficiency
values but no change in the relative order of engine efficiencies.
Thus, the relative efficiencies of the inlets appear independent of the
initisl assumption made for flame-holder loss. Calculations were slso
made to determine the engine efficiencies at equal.combustion-chember
Mach numbers for critical-inlet-flowconditions by estimating the effects
of smell changes in the ratio sc/sm. Results of the cslcul.ations
indicated small changes in absolute efficiency values but no change in
the relative order of engine efficiencies. Also from figure 5 it can be
seen that the relative efficiencies at the optimum temperature ratio
are indicative of the relative efficiencies for a range of temperature
ratios.

With engine at angle of attack. - The effect of angle of attack
on the performance of engines with critical-inlet-flow conditions and ‘
opthum exhaust nozzles for each angle of attack is shown in figure 6
for tle design flight Mach number, 1.79. Efficiency for EU engines

.

except the perforated-inlet engine was not appreciably affected up to
3° angle of attack. However, as angle of attack was incred%ed above
30, e~ine efficiency was appreciably reduced in all cases. Efficiency

.
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of the supersonic-lip-inletengine decreased about 38 percent as the
angle of attack was raised from 0° to 10°.

9

The specific inlet characteristics resulting in the decrease in
efficiency me shown in figure 4. Although mass flow, pressure recovery,
and dreg all chsnge, the drag shows the greatest percentage change and
is largely respons~ble.for the decrease in engine efficiency with angle
of attack. (Increase in drag at angle of attack results primarily frcm
the component of normal force in the drag direction and the normal force
srises mainly frm the flow over the exterior of the model.)

, Although engine efficiency is reduced when the engine is flown at
angle of attack, the resulting engine lift maybe used to help support
the aircraft. The trends of engine total-lift coefficient with angle
of attack are shown in figure 7 where total lift is the sum of the
external lift presented in references 1 to 4 and the internal lift
which results from the momentum change of the air passing through the
engine. To evaluate the c~ined effects of engine lift and efficiency
at other than @ angle of attack, the parsmeter ~e(L/D) from the range
relation (equation (1)), where the.lift-dreg ratio is defined in
equation (4), was evsluded for a specific airplane configuration. The
airplane design conditions assumed were: flight Mach nuniber,1.79;
altitude, 50,000 feet; sirplane initial gross weight, 50,000 pounds;
wing lift-drsg ratio, 7.16; and body drag, 23oO pounds (corresponding
to low-drag body and fuselage densityof 30 lb/cu’ft). The lift of the
body is assumed to be zero. The wing was always considered to be at
optimum angle of attack (approximately 4°) smd as the angle of attack
of the engine was varied the engine size was adjusted so that the
propulsive thru6t Fn-De was equal to the wing plus body drag and the
sum of the engine and wing lifts were equal to the gross weight.
(Interference effects were neglected.) Thus, as the engine lift
increased, the wing size (and hence drag) decreased.

The vsriation of Te(L/D) with engine angle of attack for the
vsrious engines is presented in figure 8. For all except the perforated-
inlet engine, some increase in the range parameter ~e(L/D) results for
mall angles of attack. The increase in ~e(L/D) with increasing a

~Le
occurs when the effective aircrsft lift-dreg ratio —

~+~
increases

more rapidly than the engine efficiency decreases. The value of
Ve(L/D) iS aJ-w%w lower at 10° than at 0° angle of attack. (Because
the necesssry variation of engine size with angle of attack was small,
the aircraft structural weiglytdistribution was considered const~tj

however, the wing weight could be reduced because the required wing size
is reduced when pert of the wing lift is replacedby engine lift. There-
fore, if gross weight is unchanged and additional fuel is carried in
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lieu of the portion of wing weight which is eliminated, increases in
range over and above those ~e to increasing the value of ~e(L/D) exist.) -

:

Off-Design Considerations

Excess-thrust with engine at zero angle of attacl&.- The excess
thrust for maneuver, clinib,or acceleration available from an engine
opthized for maximum engine efficiency at design cruise conditions can
be expressed as the percentage increase in thrust coefficient over that
at design cruise condition as the total-temp”eratureratio is increased.
The results of such calculations are presented in f@ure 9. The data are
presented as a function of total-temperature ratio on the supposition
that maxhwm temperature maybe limitedby the heating velue of the fuel
orrtemperature limlts on engine materials. ~toichiometric combustion
of octane determined from reference 6 is indicated on appropriate figures.
To aid in interpreting the magnitude of the excess thrust available from
a fixed geometry engine operating with subcritical inlet flow, the excess
thrust for engines with variable exhaust nozzles is also presented. For
the supersonic-lip-inlet engine with the exhaust nozzle fixed at optimum
and at a total-temperature ratio of 6, the excess thrust available is
31 percent of the design cruise vslue. This excess thrust corresponds
to either an axial acceleration of ~out 0.05 g or a normal accelera-
tion for maneuver without loss of speed of about 1.4 g (a turning radius
of 19 miles) for the typical supersonic airplane previously assumed
(inittal gross weight, 50JOOOlbj altitude, 50,000ft~ (L/D)w, 7.16~
and body drag, 2300 lb). If the exhaust nozzle could be adjusted to an
area ratio of 1, the excess thrust at a total-temperatureratio of 6
would be about 62 percent of the cruise thrust or double that for the
engine with the fixed e@must nozzle.

Independent of the assumptions necessery to make the calculations
presented in figure 9, several general obser~tions maybe made concern-
ing the effect of inlet characteristic on the.excess thrust available
from a rem-jet engine. For sll the fixed exhaust-nozzle engines in
figure 9 except the perforated-inlet engine, the propulsive thrust
increased monotonically with increasing total-temperature ratio even
though the additive drag was rising rapidly as”the shock moved progres-
sively ahead of the cowl lip (fig. 3(b)). Although the rate of increase
in propulsive thrust for a fixed geometry engine is ap~eciable, it is
considerably less than the rate of increase available if criticsl-~nl.et-
flow conditions (no increase in sdditive drag) are maintained and a
variable-area exhaust nozzle is assumed. (The optimwn exhaust-nozzle-
area ratio for the isentropic-inlet engine is nearly lj hence only a
small increase in total-temperature ratio is”possible before choking
in a straight pipe occurs.) For the perforated-inlet e~ine, it is
significant that there is a range of increasing total-temperature ratios

“u

.-

U

—

1.

“

e%im-.+. ....=,..---
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. which does not result in an increase in propulsive thrust. This range
of total-temperature ratios corresponds to that region of subcritical
inlet flow where the rate of dr~ rise is exceptionally large. This
large rate of drag rise is associated with the increasing mass flow which
spills through the perforations coincident with the movement of the

. “normal” shock in the region of the perforations upstream from the
diffuser throat towsxds the cowl lip (fig. 3(b)). With regard to
obtaining excess thrust by means which involve subcritical inlet opera-
tion, the perforated inlet is the least,desirable of the inlets investi-

! gated. The other inlets show favorable characteristics.

The solid curves of figure 9 are replotted in figure 10 to present
the variation of propulsive thrust coefficient and engine efficiency
parameter with conibustion-chemberMach nuuiberfor rem-jet engines with
the exhaust nozzle fixed at the optimum for critical-inlet-flow conditio~.
From figure 10, the assumption made at the on-design condition that the
inlets shouldbe operated at critical-inlet-flow conditions to yield
maximum engine efficiencies is justified because, for SU the inlets,
maximum engine efficiencies are essentially equal to the efficiencies at
criticalyinlet-flow conditions. In addition, figure 10 is useful for
relating the excess thrust characteristics of the inlets to the basic
experimental.inlet data of figure 3(b), which presents external drag,
pressure recovery, and mass flow as a function of cotiustion-chsmber
Mach nuniber.

Excess thrust with engine at angle of attack. - In maneuvers requir-
ing excess thrust, such as a turn, the angle of attack of the engine to
the sir stream differs from the design cruise value; therefore, the
excess thrust characteristics of the engines at various engine angles of
attack are of interest. Presented in figure 11 is the percentage increase
in thrust available above the cruise value at zero angle of attack for
a range of temperature ratios and angles of attaclg. Approximate regions
of inlet shock oscillation are indicated for the isentropic and perfor-
ated inlets; for the subsonic lip and supersonic lip inlets, shock
instability was very slight or not apparent over the range of mass flow
corresponding to the total-temperature ratios ,offigure U.. The 1.4 g
normal acceleration estimated in the previous discussion corresponds
to en airplane angle of attack increase of approximately 2°. If the
engin were designed to operate at zero angle of attack at the cruise

3condit on, the 2‘increase in angle of attack for maneuver would not
appreciably affect the excess thrust available for any of the engines;
at a total-temperature ratio of 6, the reduction of excess thrust for an
angle of attack of”2° is about 12 percent of the excess thrust available

* at 0° for sJl engines except the perforated-inlet engine.

If the engines were designed to’operate at 3° angle of attack (which
. is indicated in fig. 8 to be desirable for maximum range), an increase

in angle of attack of 2° has a greater effect on the excess thrust avail-—.. —
able from the engine; at a total-temperature ratio of 6, the reduction
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in excess thrust for an angle of attack of 5°
“ excess thrust available at 3° for all engines
engine.

At 10° a?&Le of attack and a temperature

MILCARM E51G23 .

is about 20 percent of the
except the perforated-inlet

ratio of 6, none of the
engines shows an excess of thrust over the cruise value for the engine
at zero angle of attack. For the supersonic-lip-inletsnd sqbsonic-
lip-inlet engines, the increase in excess thrust with increasing tempera-
ture ratio from the value corresponding to critical conditions to 6
remains about the seinefor each angle of attack. At 10° angle of attack
both the perforated-inlet and isentropic-inlet engines show a range of
increasing temperature’ratiosthat do not result in an increase in
thrustj this may result in part from inlet shock i~tability.

Speed stability end boost. - The effect of inlet characteristics on
the engine performence”may influence the ability of the airplane to
maintain steady flight at-the design Mach number. If the r-dation
between the airplane dreg and engine propulsive thrust is such that the
forces of the system tend to return the airplane to the design Mach
number whenever an externally imposed speed change occurs, the airplane
is considered to be speed stable and inherently speed stable if the
restoring forces are created without the actuation of controls. Inherent
speed stability is more desirable because of its greater simplicity.

.

a
g
N

The degree of speed stability maybe represented by a quantity

m

where the terms are evaluated for level flight at the design Mach number
and a negative value indicates speed stability.

To study the effect of inlet ch~acteristics on the problem of
speed stability, rem-jet engines hewing the supersonic ltp inlet and
perforated inlet and designed for peak efficiency at a flight Mach number
of 1.79 (discussed previously) are evsluated with respect to two repre-
sentative aircraft drag curves end for three types of.engine fuel-flow
control. The $enerel problem studied herein applies to an aircraft in
level flight at constant altitude, and with a fixed geometry engine
assumed always at zero angle of attack with respect to the air stream.
The drag curves considered (at the flight conditions previously specified
in the discussion of On-Iksign Evaluation with engines at angle of attack)

“

we for aircraft with two

(1) An unswept wing

—
types of wing:

—

.
with a 5-percent bidonvex airfoil section

. .
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(2) A 60° swept wing and a 5-percent double-wedge airfoil section

The trees of fuel flow programing
ccmibustionof octane):

(I) Constant fuel-~ ratio
at design cruise conditions

considered me (assuming

selected f& pesk engine

UN-percent

effi~iency

(II) Constant fuel-flow rate selected for peak engine efficiency
at design muise conditions

(III) Fuel flow progrsmued with flight Mach nunhr defined by
linesr variation of fuel-air
point,

ratio with Mach nu?iberabout the design

such that

[
(%’n-cDe)-

(~n-cDe)~l. 79
1.74) = k = ‘1”0

and limited by an upper limit of stoichiometric fuel-air ratio
f/a of 0.067; (the corresponding total-temperature ratio was determined
from data of reference 6) and a lower limit of f/a of 0.01. The fuel-
air ratio at the design Mach nuniberprovides peak engine efficiency.

The discussion is limited to the underspeed condition where sub-
critical inlet operation is required and the inlet characteristics
sre essentially involved. (The overspeed condition involves supercriticsl
inlet operation snd the inlet performance is not significant; however,
the overspeed condition is included in fig. 12. From fig. 12, the type
of control which yields underspeed speed stability will apparently yield
overspeed speed stability.) In figure 12(a), two airplane drag coef-
ficient curves and the engine propulsive thrust coefficient curves of
the supersonic lip inlet for the tmee types of fuel control considered
sre presented. The simple types of fuel contro;, I and II, yield speed
instabilityor a small degree of speed stability about the design point A
depending Orithe airplane drag characteristics. With fuel control III
illustrated with the unswept wing airplane, any desired degree of speed
stability is attainable. The subsonic lip inlet and isentropic inlet
have similsr characteristics.



The propulsive thrust characteristics of the perforated inlet for
the three types of fuel control considered.we compared with the ssme
drag curves and presented in figure 12(b). Both simple types of fuel
control, I and II, demonstrate speed instability about design point A
and markedly so for Mach number increments of the order of 0.1. (Inlet
characteristicswere experimentally determined at only three Mach num-
bers; however, from these data md the geometrical characteristicsof
the inlet, estimating the type of performance to be expected at the
intervening ~ch.nunibers is possible.) Figure 13 presents the engine
propulsive thrust coefficients as a function of totsl-temperatureratio
for three flight Mach numbers for the perforated lip inlet as contrasted
with the supersonic lip inlet. (Thediscontinuous decrease in thrust
with decreasing Mach number (point B) occurs at the Mach nuriberwhere
choking occurs at the inlet throat. The precise Mach number at which
the discontinuity occurs will depend on the particular design.) Even
with the programmed fuel flow (type III), speed instability exists about
point A because of two perforated-inlet characteristics: (1) the thrust
of the engine does not increase with increasing fuel flow when the
“normsl” shock is in the region of the perforations and (2) the thrust
of the engine decreases with decreasing Mach nuniberwhen the shock is
in the region of the perforations (fig. 13). A speed stable point does
exist at point C (fig. IZ(b)); however, at this condition the engine
efficiency is greatly reduced from its value at the design Mach number
(point A) because the “normal” shock is ahead of the inlet and a corre-

X

spending high drag exists. —

“

N

E

Any engine can probablybe made to yield speed stability either
1

(1) with a progrenmedfuel flow and opertitingthe inlet supercritical.ly
at the design Mach nuniberand critically at a lower Mach number or
(2) by simultaneouslyvarying the exhaust-nozzle size and the fuel flow.
The first method necessitates a decrease in efficiency over the maximum
possible at the design Mach number, whereas the second results in a
continuously hunting system and considerablemechanical complexity.

Speed stabilityof a ram-jet-propelled aircraft utilizing a fixed -
geometry engine with peek engine efficiency at design cruise conditions
could be attained for all the inlets exceyt the perfor~ted inlet by
means of a fuel flow programmed with”flight Mach nuniber.

The lowest Mach number at which the thrust exceeds the drag
(fig. 12, point*D) is the minimum Mach nuniberto which the aircraft
must be boosted before it can accelerate itself to the design Mach
number. The calculations of figure 12 were made for the design altitude.
The perforated inlet must be boosted to a higher Mach nmiber than the

—

supersonic lip inlet assuming a fixed exhaust-nozzle engine.
.

.

.
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Force and pressure data obtained in the NICA Lewis.8- by 6-foot
supersonic tunnel at flight Mach numbers of 1.59, 1.79, and 1.99 and
angles of attack from O to 10° for a series of exially symmetric nose
inlets were amlyzed. The inlets, a subsonic lip inlet, an isentiopic
inlet, a supersonic lip inlet, and a perforated inlet, were compared on
the basis of rem-jet-propelled aircraft range and operational ch=acter-
istics. Effects of a burner and a converging-divergingsonic throat
exhaust nozzle reexpanding to maximum body diameter were analytically
added to the experimental cold flow inlet data. Inlets considered herein
were specific designs and do not necessarily represent optima of their
types.

1. The inlet which yielded the highest calculated engine efficiency
was characterized by the next to the highest pressure recovery ad the
lowest drag. The low drag of the inlet was associated with a minimum of
additive drag (minimum mass spillage) and a low cowl lip amgle.

2. For the four inlets designed for msximuu efficiency the maximum
aircraft range based on pesk engine efficiencies calculated from experi-
mental results varied 25 percent from the highest value, which indicates
the import=ce of inlet design.

3. Calculations for a typical supersonic aircraft indicated that “
some increase in range might be obtained from engines utilizing any of
the inlets except the perforated inlet if the engine were flown at a
moderate angle of attack and the resulting engine lift were utilized.

4. For sll inlets the propulsive thrust increased with increasing
heat addition in the subcritical flow region in spite of the increasing
additive drag. For the perforated inlet there was a range of tempera-
ture ratios in the subcritical flow region where owing ta mass spillage
through the perforations increasing the temperature ratio did not
yield an increase in propulsive thrust. For angles of attack of 3°
and 6°, the trends of.excess thrust with increasing heat addition were
s~lsr to those at OO.

5. Fixed geometry engines utilizing any of the inlets except the
perforated inlet could be made speed stable while maintaining peak
efficiency at the cruise condition by means of a fuel flow programmed
with flight Mach nuuiber.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio,
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lip inlet).
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inlet (isentroplcinlet).
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Inlet with a supersonic cowl lip (super- ccmpI’es6im Utilizing a perforated cowl
sonic Ilp inlet). (perforated inlet). #

H

Figure 2. - Schematic d3.agraMs of fcnm Inlets previouslylnveati@ed (references 1 to 4). (Abbreviated ~
nomenclature in p==ntheses is used throughout the present report. ) ~
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(b) Isentropio inlet; SS/Sm, 0.9.
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